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ABSTRACT 

Effects of Viscous Dissipation on 
hydrodynamic Stability of Viscoelastic Fluids 

William S, Bonnett 

Two constitutive equations for viscoelastic fluids are examined 

in linearized hydrodynamic stability analysis for the effects of 

viscous dissipation, in plane Couette flow heated from below. All 

physical properties are assumed constant except the density in the 

body-force term of the momentum equation. Critical and marginal 

Rayleigh numbers are demonstrated for a variety of flow conditions 

for the Newtonian fluid and for a variety of fluid and flow conditions 

for the non-Newtonian fluid. 

It has been found that inclusion of dissipation terms in the 

energy transport equation generally destabilizes the flow. Data was 

generated for Brinkman numbers from zero to ten. 

The difficulty of the retarded-motion constitutive equation 

(second-order fluid) in linearized hydrodynamic stability analysis is 

further documented. The superiority of the integral model in this 

type of analysis is made clear. 

Overstability is found to be a result in the Newtonian fluid 

case due to the Inclusion of the dissipation terms. The viscoelastic 

fluid analysis also demonstrates overstability due to both dissipa¬ 

tion and elasticity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A successful and manageable model of viscoelastic fluids is 

becoming necessary in many branches of engineering and science. 

Chemical engineers must be able to predict the results of flowing 

polymer solutions and melts in order to design process equipment 

properly. Probably the most important biological non-Newtonian fluid 

is blood, and bioengineers need data on its transport properties in 

order to design mechanical circulatory devices, among other things. 

Unfortunately, models abound and choosing the proper model for a 

given physical situation seems to be a critical matter. Onoe the 

particular model has been selected, fitting its parameters to the 

real fluid under study is a matter of experiment, usually very 

complex. 

In this study two constitutive models are examined in simple 

shearing flow, heated from below. One is a retarded motion or dif¬ 

ferential model, first rigorously derived by Coleman and Noll (10), 

using a Taylor-type expansion in Rivlin-Ericksen tensors. The other 

constitutive equation is an integral model developed by Bird and 

Carreau (3)» ressembling Walter's "Liquid B"' (52), and the network- 

rupture model of Tanner and Simmons (48). 

This thesis concerns the effects of viscous heating on the 

hydrodynamic stability of viscoelastic fluids. For an authoritative 

treatment of linearized hydrodynamic stability, see Chandrasekhar (9) 

and the contributions of Lin (34). Most of the literature on hydro- 

dynamic stability of fluids deals with systems in which the dissipation 

terms in the energy equation are neglected. Most workers who have 
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dealt with dissipation effects have not dealt with hydrodynamic 

stability. Brinkman (7)* Weltman and Kuhns (53)• and Blok (6) deal 

with temperature-independent material properties as this study does. 

Others—Nahme (40), Kearsley (33)» and Bird and Turian (4)—are con—; 

cerned with Newtonian fluids with temperature-dependent properties, 

while Rotem and Shinnar (4-3) and Garvis and Laurence (22) work with 

non-Newtonian fluids with temperature-dependent properties. These 

workers have been interested in velocity and temperature profiles, 

such as Turian's (49) perturbation expansion in the Brinkman number 

for an Ellis fluid and a power-law fluid under viscous heating condi¬ 

tions . 

Joseph (29,30) attacks the viscous dissipation problem analyti¬ 

cally, demonstrating the existence of a critical stress parameter for 

Newtonian fluids with temperature-dependent material properties, above 

which the equations of motion have a single solution and below which 

the equations have two or more solutions. He also shows that Newtonian 

fluids in plane Couette flow between walls at equal (constant) tem¬ 

peratures develop a vorticity point of inflection at channel center. 

Turian (50) also develops a critical stress criterion, for an Ellis 

fluid with temperature-dependent properties in Couette flow. Bird (2) 

has calculated the effect of dissipation on the experimental deter¬ 

mination of "zero-shear" viscosity and normal stress functions in 

cone-and-plate viscometers. 

This thesis demonstrates critical temperature gradients (Ray¬ 

leigh numbers) for plane Couette flow of non-Newtonian fluids, 

assuming Boussinesq properties for the Newtonian material functions 

and constant non-Newtonian properties, heated from below. The depen- 



dence of the critical Rayleigh number on the size of the Brinkman 

number is explored for both Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids 

quantitatively, although no analytic.expression is derived. 
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AKALYSIS 

1, Constitutive Equations Two different constitutive equations 

are employed in this thesis. The first is called the second-order 

fluid and is based on retarded-motion expansions of simple fluid func¬ 

tionals, first rigorously derived by Coleman and Noll (10), Huilgol 

(28). has derived the constitutive equation for the heat-flux vector 

for this fluid, pointing out that the heat does not necessarily flow 

in the opposite direction to the temperature gradient. As Mclntire 

(37) and others (10,35) have observed, this is a "slow*' model in 

the sense that perturbations to flows of this fluid must have growth 

rates much less than the "relaxation time" of the fluid for the model 

to generate clearly realistic results in linearized hydrodynamic 

stability. This study confirms the high-frequency instability of the 

second-order fluid noted by others (11). Previous papers (26,44-) have 

ascribed these instabilities to fluid response and concluded that in 

some cases the fluid is unstable in plane Couette flow at all flow 

velocities, and therefore turbulence should set in immediately. It 

has been noted (37) that the source of the model-induced instabilities 

is the presence of Aw multiplied by a negative coefficient. The 

second-order fluid is described byi! : t n ivv- 

(2b) 

where AT'is the Rivlin-Ericksen tensor (42) of order n, OCQ is the "zero- 

(1) 

(2a) 

shear" viscosity and are normal stress coefficients. The <Xi are 

assumed spatially and time- independent. The heat-flux vector derived 
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by Huilgol isi 

f - -%-VT X = ^41 ♦ ^At04 ^ (A°- AoV> 4 AR* (3) 

where the 'fz are assumed constant. The coefficient ^4. is the zero- 

shear thermal conductivity corresponding to a Fourier-type conduction 

equation. 

In face of the model-induced instabilities produced by the 

second-order fluid, another model was developed. Other workers (38, 

39) have adapted a model similar to the network-rupture model of 

Tanner (46), Tanner and Simmons (48), and Bird and Carreau (3) whose 

model is used here. In the integral model, a "memory4' function is 

assumed to be a function of the history and the second invariant of 

the rate of deformation. This is multiplied with two modified strain 

tensors and integrated over all past time. Although both the integral 

and the second-order models are derived as first terms in two types 

of simple fluid expansions and are thus for "small" perturbations 

from Newtonian behavior, the integral model does not contain a time- 

derivative of A0', and is thus less sensitive to the growth rate of 

time-dependent perturbations in the velocity and temperature fields 

of a particular flow. In this sense, the integral model is a "small" 

perturbation model as opposed to the second-order fluid model which 

is a "slow" perturbation model. This type of model (integral) is 

more suitable for the time-dependent linearized stability analysis, as 

the assumption of "small"-ness is the assumption enabling the linear¬ 

ization of the perturbation equations. Lodge (35) discusses the 

integral type of models, and Bird and Carreau (3) discuss the possible 

molecular significance* For a comprehensive review of these models, 

see Carreau (8). The Integral model is described byt 



w [C-t-t'XILaOl = z mv (5a) 

(5b) 

® = 2 * 4i ~ ^0 ^ fo W (5c) 

(5d) 

where T*. represents a "rupture time" (3^) and is assumed infinite for 

this study, and t' is past time* The material constants are and 

Xi?» \p* and S represents the ratio of second normal stress difference 

to first normal stress difference for steady, plane Couette flow. In 

this thesis, the mp are assumed constant by assuming that variations 

in II(t') due to velocity perturbations are negligilbe. The strain 

tensors, B and C are the Finger and Green strain tensors respectively, 

written in rectilinear cartesian coordinate notation. 

For purposes of analysis cf. Chandrasekhar (9) , a density- 

temperature relation has been assumed to bet 

/° = p<>0~*CT-TVi) *, . (6,7) 

where TQ is the (constant) temperature of the bottom plate, pa is the 

density at TQ, and ot is the volumetric expansion coefficient. 

2, Physical Situation The fluid is in plane Couette flow, heated 

from below. The coordinate system (see Fig. l) is such that the y- 

coordinate spans the gap between two parallel plates at different, 

constant temperatures. The top plate is colder than the bottom plate. 

The positive y-diroction is upward, or the gravity vector is in the 

negative y-diraction. The positive x-diraction is the direction that 

the top pLate moves at constant velocity U, and is also called the 

"mean flow*' direction. The "transverse" directions are parallel to 
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the plus and minus z-coordinate directions. 

Since the top plate has a constant velocity of U, the steady- 

state velocity field is (^f, 0,0) and U = Yd, Y is the shear rate. The 

steady-state stress tensors are easily calculated for both models. 

o \ 

l^y o Y (8) 

NO O O / 

A 0 \ 

r. I /?. oU (9) 

o 00 

for the second-order fluid and integral models, respectively. The 

cCi are the coefficients of the second-order fluid already defined, 

whereas the ftc are defined as follows? 

A ® Is-. mAtP 
co 3 

(10) 

(11) 

These two tensors are calculated in more detail in Appendices 2 and 

1 respectively. 

Because this thesis deals with dissipation as a factor in the 

equations, the temperature profiles are not linear, but parabolic. 

The steady-state temperature profiles are as follows: 

1 -r0 = + fa +%£)<$ . A’cr,-u)A (12) 

T-To *= (13) 

where: ~ (^d.i+ 0%.+ zysy0C
5\ (l^a) 

ic - . (14b) 

These profiles are easily calculated from the energy equation applying 

the appropriate boundary conditions. Huilgol (28) derives the second- 

order fluid profile for other geometries as well as rectangular 
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cartesian* The full* linearized* balance equations are calculated in 

this thesis, although temperature coefficients ,y,,% are always 

assumed to be negligible* Another factor in assuming negligible 

^ is that the effect of these on the stability, while possibly sig¬ 

nificant* is immeasurable and hidden in the experimentally determined 

parameters. There is no way at present to distinguish the effect of 

these parameters from the effects of the stress parameters. Therefore, 

in developing the perturbation equations for the integral model, a 

Fourier-type of heat conduction was assumed. 

3. Balance Equations The mass, momentum, and thermal energy 

balances, including the change in energy due to viscous dissipation 

are (5)* 

These equations must be developed and simplified under the follow¬ 

ing assumptionst 

i. The fluid is incompressible. 

ii. All dependent variables (/o,p,T,v
:,r,|l) are perturbed and 

the perturbations are sufficiently small so that non-linear 

combinations of them and their derivatives are negligible. 

(Linearizing assumption) 

iii. For the integral model, a Fourier-type heat conduction vector 

(q) is assumed, neglecting the non-colinearity that Huilgol 

(28) demonstrates for the second-order fluid, 

iv. The Boussinesq approximation has been made. This means that 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) Energyi 
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all physical parameters are assumed constant with temperature, 

except the density in the bouyancy term of tho momentum bal¬ 

ance. In addition, all physical parameters are assumed con¬ 

stant in space and time. 

The following perturbations, denoted by primes, are introduced 

into the balance equations. 

= V-v- u- ; T = TV 0 (l8a,b) 

r'- t + ; (I8c,d) 

; p' ■= ?A Sp (l8e,f) 

Noting that the steady-state balance equations are satisfied by the 

steady-state variables (denoted by bars), these steady-state terms 

were deleted from the equations. The mass balance was incorporated 

into the other two balances as: 

TT = W = O => V-iX = o (19) 

Note that the material derivative of steady-state variables vanishes 

and that the Boussinesq approximation implies that in every 

term but the (£>p|) term. The following equations result: 

+ (V-Y)u + (&Vyv l 4 VSp = V S-v + ^ (20) 

PoC* ^ (v-v)e + c^)r\ ^ v - r-.Vu 4. &£..w (2i) 

k. Perturbation Equations Following Chandrasekhar (9)i the pres¬ 

sure term in the momentum balance equation was eliminated by taking 

the curl of that equation. To return to the desired primary variables, 

the curl was taken once again. It can be shown (see Appendix 2), 

that the divergence of the double curl of a vector vanishes identically 

and since both the stress term and the buoyancy term are vectors, they 

vanish on taking the divergence. If the divergence of the right-hand 
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side of the momentum equation can be shown to vanish, then a marked 

simplification can be achieved in the analysis. The double curl of 

the right-hand side results in the following expression, after divid¬ 

ing by . 

4 Q + 2 (lir.-YV')u - VCU; i) (22) 

where &T * *[ (3^ 7 (23a) 

(23b) 

(23o) 

=•> £•./ - . 
T>*S 

Now, by inspection, V- Q. “ c> (24) 

and V-(LT:W)u - CL
T
:W)N-U7 - o, (25) 

since V-u= ot and the second derivatives of the steady-state velocity 

field vanish. The spatial velocity gradient, L, acts as a constant 

under differentiation, as does (26) 

Therefore, 

v• + (vV)Vor - V(t o (27) 

In index notation the above expression becomes 

t-0, . 4. VZ'sVlu 
*_L l tit 

'W + V-S** j V 'SFvc ■3F 

(it 

'3**. 

Q.E.lX 

(28) 

The simplification therefore arises in that the three components 

of the double-curled, linearized momentum balance vector equation 

above are not independent. In fact, it will be shown later that only 

one momentum equation need be considered for this study, specifically 

the y-component. It will also be shown that previous papers by 

other workers (38,39) which have contained two-dimensional treatments 
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of the momentum equation are special cases of the full, three-dimen¬ 

sional treatment, and only one parameter need vanish for each of the 

equations to be generated. Moreover, the fact that only one momentum 

component need be considered greatly reduces the amount of algebra 

needed. 

The perturbation equations are: 

Momentum: 

+ Q+ 2(LT:VV)u:-VCL:i) = 

where, in index notation: ^ CSxc^) 

Energy: 

(29) 

(30) 

/>0C[iH - <£-VVr? = -v-8f + {*:Yu «■ te&rl 
Furthermore, since ~f>~(X- • 

and (<-txCu-e-7oV) />'= /)*(i-o<tT-7°)) -petO 

=r> £y0 cj' = (P,"*,°) 

The curl of this was taken twice to give the last two 

the momentum perturbation equation: 

vi(^ois) - Viv-^e^) 
VA 

with components: x-component - 

y-component 

z-coraponent 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

terms of 

(34) 

(35a) 

(35b) 

(35c) 
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CONS TITUTIVE EQUATION CASES 

1. Case It The Integral Model 

In appendix 1 the stress perturbation tensor is derived in 

detail. In calc Vila ting the Finger strain tensor for the perturbed 

motion, it is necessary to rely heavily on the linearizing assumption, 

as the matrix representing the strain tensor was divided by the scalar 

term () before integration. Various methods were tried by 

which this term could remain in the denominator until integration, but 

all were unsatisfactory. The analysis would be much simplified by 

assuming no x-dependence in the perturbations, but the method used in 

this paper is believed to be superior in that it retains the mean 

flow direction dependence. The generality of the equations is thereby 

preserved, while at the same time the equations assuming no x-depen¬ 

dence are readily available. 

In the following, only the y-component of the momentum balance is 

retained as explained in the previous section. The viscous terms are: 

0 - (36) 

fy - Z/u, ^ ■ (37) 
CO 

wherei pc ~ (38) 

pi ~ + LA + -v + (jjVtf'f )/(■( f 

pt ~ (39) 
/4j = ZK^ O* 30>7r + Ccr>JpY)/((+ 

Taking and , substituting them into the momentum balance and 

collecting terms, the momentum equation becomes1 

m 
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Recalling the steady-state stress (Eqns. 8£9)» the dissipation 

term in the energy equation is readily calculable. Substituting that 

term into the energy equation and noting the definitions of ^,y8,in 

Eqns. 10 & 11, the energy equation becomes! 

The equations are non-dimensionalized. It is convenient for the 

numerical analysis which follows to shift the origin at this point, 

from the stationary bottom plate to the middle of the gap which now 

becomes stationary. When the origin is shifted, the material deriva¬ 

tive term is applied at the stationary point, the new origin. This 

be explained by saying that we have moved so that the bottom plate 

now has -U/2 velocity and the top +U/2. This leaves the velocity 

The temperature profile at steady-state is algebraically changed, 

though. When non-dimensionalized with the following variables! 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

^ Orx") '2(3 + 5<rx -r 

B = [ T ^/z 

and C = [ J (t+|-V^ 

means that translates to 1 ° Physically, what is happening can 

gradient and therefore ^ unchanged. 

(47) 

the steady— state temner'Atiiro nm^le becomes t 

•Jo « -Tt! 
AT 

(48) 
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Defining i BY-* and j^(jT) (49,50) 

= l51) 

The momentum and energy equations become* 

Momentum* 

+ tu<K)(u<ri Q£t t^) j - (53) 

where Re - p0Y£?//$* \ k(tfx) - 4 (^ + 66>N + 'fC^K\2 + (.CTk5') 

Pe = />oCvYd/1 ; t> 1 ^<<4^ 

Br = s&TxykAT (54) 

2. Normal Mode Analysis The assumption about the perturbations 

made in the derivation of the equations for the integral model is that 

the time and space dependencies can be separated. This assumption is 

carried even further in normal mode analysis. It is assumed that all 

the perturbations are of the same form except for their -dependence* 

- 1°/-^yp £L + %'f) + ^ (55a) 

-= iffy) [ LLft'f + Vi'p') + <r£ ^ (55b) 

^ ' [±(Av>
5c±v

,fe\]l^ Jip-p [L'C^ + ( (55c) 

4 - <v-p[ AA ^ (55d) 

and* i; ■ *, 

5p «= "Pc^ (c 4 ^ . (55®) 

where the wave numbers & and are real constants and cr is a complex 
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growth parameter. This assumption means that differentiation by ^, 

p, or t is equivalent to multiplication by the appropriate constant. 

This fact brings the previous statement that the linearized momentum 

equation components are linearly dependent into focus, since differ¬ 

entiating the x- and z-components of the momentum balance is now seen 

to be merely multiplying them by constants. Since the sum of the two 

components multiplied by their respective constants equals the negative 

of the y-component differentiated with respect to y, the conclusion 

that one of the three equations is redundant is obvious. Deardorff 

(ll) reaches the same conclusion by a differentiation scheme that he 

does not elucidate. This study uses (arbitrarily) the minus sign in 

u^ and Oy , and does not look at the case v£. = ^. 

The equation of continuity (mass balance) is satisfied exactly 

by the above set of perturbations, and if the appropriate wave numbers 

are set equal to zero, the normal modes of Mclntire and Schowalter 

(33) are seen to appear, except that the velocity fcj)has been replaced 

with a derivative of v(^). This function yL has necessitated the 

algebraic manipulation of the equations in order to eliminate it, or 

else it has led to increasing the necessary computations later (by 

approximately 5/9 in the smallest case by inclusion of another unknown 

function to be approximated) without significantly altering the results. 

The momentum and energy balances are the following, after divid¬ 

ing out the factor ■jeVp{‘-6^)f ^ since it appears in every term* 

Momentumt 

Rt G-wVf £ <rVv + cv!^V|VV £ = Ci+<rx.Wv- f (2+tfy.\^<\4A'V*|£ - * 

+ z(5?* (Y.V- 4 SIXV’/UCCTKY^ _ 

- K*( <4 £ • (56) 
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where £*= vZ+v1/ 

Energy : Vc (i 4 <r>Y 4- ^ i/. - vU +'Br^) ^ = (i+ffvY V*^ * 

♦M'&ST'''-* 3^ -^w), -£Ay 
-*- CZ4o*\i+crx') (^-v~§ir -4 j . (5?) 

Now, defining a new dimensionless temperature and a new dimensionless 

group and multiplying through by cc^/3Tc!y}0\&
lj$j,c in the energy equa¬ 

tion. 

a- ■, T*.* (58,59) 

gives the following perturbation equations, ready to be simplified to 

fit into the technique of solution. 

Momentum: 

■R£ (i+d\Y [crVv- 4- ■= (i+fix^Vv- 4- (.z+ffx) j\VyA -cVl*g ^ VT|^ 4- 

4- (%T +Wv) + 2~D^hC<rxW _(H<£P£ . (60) 
ti4<r>A C14-00^- ^ 

Energy: 

"Pc (I-HSXY ^cr0 4-tvki^©^ = (t 4 +<rv)V + o-ftfxYVfeu 

-4l^v^f 4- "Bf l- Vy(24^\^~ + A(VX-2^ <~2-4(T^ - Y \|y 4- 
Tfe <- 0+^) v ^**1 \ v^?t vF?* 

-4 C2+a>vs)(.>+<r>0 ( _L  FJ? 
vy-Vt 

(61) 

3, Case II: The Second-order Fluid 

The perturbation to the stress is generated in Appendix 2 for 

the second-order fluid, and it is evidently easier to work with than 

the integral model. Far fewer assumptions are involved. In the 

integral model a form of the time dependence of the perturbations is 

necessary very early in the analysis, whereas in the second-order 

fluid analysis, the time-dependency of the perturbations need not be 

specified exactly. There are no matrix inversions necessary to the 

development of the perturbed stress tensor for the second-order fluid, 
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no r are there any awkward integrations. The integral model is most 

conveniently worked with after having explicitly calculated the stress 

components individually, whereas tensor manipulations allow considera¬ 

ble condensation of thq6quations of the perturbations in the second- 

order fluid. Lastly, in deriving the strain tensors for the integral 

model, a particular geometry and velocity>field were necessary. In 

the second-order fluid analysis, the steady-state enters into the equa¬ 

tions in terms of:steady-state spatial velocity gradients, or deforma¬ 

tion rate tensors, with certain properties. These tensors can be 

carried through most of the developments unspecified, and therefore 

it is much easier to change geometries, if desired. The second-order 

fluid is more general, more convenient, and entails less algebra. 

The second-order fluid has one big drawback, however. It is very 

difficult to interpret the results of a linearized hydrodynamic stab¬ 

ility analysis, or in any time-dependent analysis where large growth 

rates are likely to violate the retatded-motion expansion assumptions 

(37). 

In Appendix 2, the stress term of the momentum balance is developed 

in detail. When substituted into the y-component, the momentum 

equation isi 

oft 
K * ♦&) • (62> 

The dissipations term in the energy equation isi K'o*, + S:Vu (63) 
0 



Since a non-Fourier type of heat conduction is assumed, the diver¬ 

gence of the perturbation of the heat-flux vector is not as simple as 

in the integral model. In Appendix Z it is developed in full detail, 

which is similar to the development of the divergence of the pertur¬ 

bation stress term. After substitution, the energy equation becomes: 

“ft( 74\•* (JgSj 
+!y 4* ^ J + |$j jj+ 

4 \ (%^) + 3 k+*t)Y
2(%v-^ • (66) 

N.B. If *{= ^i= -^= 0, the energy equation reverts to that which is 

obtained for Fourier heat conduction, since reverts 

to fflQ * 

Another result of non-Fourier heat conduction is in the steady-state 

temperature profile, and temperature gradient: 

s^ 4 ^ 4\ = -(
-Uofe1^ (6?) 

by defining: (44+ #s)Y2/& = €z (68) 

Bv/o^ • Bv= flOT'/^CAT (69) 

This non-Fourier dimensionless temperature profile reduces to Fourier 

temperature profile if «5 is negligible. Perhaps a physical situation, 

in which Br was known accurately and an effective Br was computed from 

the measured temperature profile, could be found. If so, could 

be computed to estimate its sign and magnitude. Throughout the 

computations, however, all ^and ^ terms are assumed to vanish. 

The equations are non-dimensionalized using the same variables, 

except that /3C is replaced by oc0, The energy equation is multiplied 

by /o(alK , The dimensionless variable multiplied by the 

preceding dimensionless group is (Eqn.38)* 9l^) /lC . 
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The energy equation becomest 

The momentum equation is: 

(71) 

The following dimensionless groups have been used* 

and let: ^ ' -^Y/^ •, 07 = («\+ 2^ M, - 

(72a,b,c) 

(73a,b) 

The normal mode expressions are introduced with one modification. 

In these equations, an exponential dependence on a complex time con¬ 

stant is not necessary to the further development of the equations. 

The time-dependence is left unspecified and included in v(^,t). The 

remaining exponential spatial dependence which is common to all terms 

is divided out and the energy equation is multiplied by It*. The re¬ 

sulting equations are the second-order fluid perturbation equations 

and are analogous to Eqns. 60 and 6l of the integral model. 

Momentum: 

Energy: 
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The justification for taking only the y-component of the momentum 

equations is clear, for the two-dimensional study. If it is assumed 

that there is no mean-flow dependency in the perturbations, then the 

divergence of the momentum balance contains only two terms, since the 

x-component of the momentum balance is differentiated with respect to 

x and vanishes. This leaves only the y- and z- component equations, 

and their sum vanishes when the y-component is differentiated with 

respect to y and the z-component with respect to z. Therefore, there 

is only one independent equation. 

This may be clearer when the normal mode expressions are sub¬ 

stituted into the momentum balance. Multiplying a component equation 

by the appropriate real constant wave number is equivalent to differ¬ 

entiating it in that direction. If there is no x-dependence, V* will 

be zero and the x-component equation reduces to 0 =0 when multiplied 

through by . This leaves only the z-component multiplied by $=, 

and the differentiated y-component in the divergence, which vanishes. 

Therefore, the two components are linearly dependent. The y-component 

was chosen arbitrarily. 

Naturally, for a three-dimensional treatment, two of the momentum 

balance components must be used. The most convenient perturbation 

functions in the three-dimensional treatment uses the plus sign in 

Eqns. 55» in order to avoid a singularity at = \£. 



SIMPLIFICATIONS 

Although all four equations (two equations for each of two models) 

are used in their entirety in the computation, it is instructive to 

manipulate soma parameters in order to show correspondence to the 

equations of other workers. The first such simplification is to as¬ 

sume Br = 0, since no other workers have considered dissipation 

effects in this type of analysis. The momentum balances remain the 

same, but the energy balances become» 

Pc o+cjs\y[tf&4 <^*>1©^ = v&- + Ct-KjYfv& * (76a) 

and if £, = €•*- 0 the equations are identical except for the term 

Pe<r0in the integral model equation and Pe^f in the second-order fluid. 

But the time-dependence of the integral fluid perturbations was as¬ 

sumed to be e0^, and therefore PecrO corresponds to Pe|^ and the equa¬ 

tions are indeed identical. If the Brinkman number is not zero, but 

e, = G2 = €j= 0 the equations are: 

Tfc (j-vftf jV© 4-uVvj0^ = + + 

+ f ^McCaCg^tr + B(1- + A/'Ac-^a (z+<rC\ - V* Xb\r+ 

4 j. (?7a) 

Vc. ^ 0 ^ it- + 7% 

+ opfy (77b) 

These two equations exhibit marked differences, but only in the 

dissipation terra, and even then, the same kind of velocity dependence 
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is shown. The only time derivative on the right-hand side of these 

equations is the material derivative multiplied by cr; in the second- 

order fluid, Many previous workers have commented on the instabilities 

of the second-order fluid, and this term is the term that produces 

the model-induced instabilities. One of the purposes of using two 

models is to make some sort of check on thses instabilities. The 

models used give such close correspondence in their equations that 

except for the time derivative mentioned, it is reasonable to suppose 

that whatever differences appear are due to this term. The term 

appears in the momentum balance for the second-order fluid as well. 

To establish correspondence with the equation of Deardorff (13)» 

let all the non-Newtonian parameters vanish, as well as e,, etf and 

of the second-order fluid. Let Br vanish also. The equations for 

the second-order fluid arei 

Rc + = Vv--0 (?8a) 

Tk £| = "RACV-t V0 (78b) 

The equations for the integral-model are: 

Re (.i4<rx)z(<rVr + - (H-<T>Wv-- O-nrxfO (79a) 

"Pc (i-fcfkY =• 1^0-MrXYKV + (79b) 

The only dissimilarity between the two momentum equations is the 

viscous terra (l+ v. But, 

A ' f 2Lrtip7\z:> /(,t4-LyY - o (80) 

and therefore the fact that A vanishes implies that all the Vp are 

zero, since all Ap are non-negative and Y ^ 0. This implies thatX=0, 

in which case the equations are identical. 

A different set of simplifications result when a wave number 

vanishes. In this case, a zero wave number implies that the perturb- 
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ations do not have that dependency, i, e* if V5* = 0 then the velocities 

and temperature are not functions of x. In the following e, = 

= 0. 

Let Br be non-zero, and 0, \£ £ 0. 

-= 0+<s\Wj- + (z+o\
v) tO£BV^ - (I+OAY© 

?c u+flrt2 = iW (i+fftf (1+BVT^I>- 4 (HOXN
8 Vb 

andj Relgv = Vv- * -v§?-e 

pc'!© = o+^v-i-v© 

. R>BY-Y£ f-ZL^v- - 4-^-1^ , ? 

* "^T \ + -9;^^ }• 

These are equations (to) of Mclntire and Schowalter (38) if Br 

(81a) 

(8lb) 

(82a) 

(82b) 

= 0, 

^ = s, and ■» '/G)). 

The perturbation equations for the integral model are not immedi¬ 

ately amenable to the modified Galerfin technique discussed in the 

next section, as there is no explicit time derivative in the equations. 

However, in deriving the equations, an exponential time dependence of 

e0^ has been assumed so that a term multiplied by the complex con¬ 

stant cr can be considered as the time derivative of that term. 

Unfortunately, most of the terms involving <r are non-linear in <rx so 

that simplifying assumptions are in order. Assume that cr is small in 

comparison to 1, so that terms O(o^) and smaller can be neglected. 

There are still two ways of treating the non-linear terms. One is to 

multiply the momentum balance by (l+crX)* and the energy balance by 

(1+oX) to remove those terms from the denominator and then neglecting 

all non-linear terms in the products of (l+cx). The other method is 

to linearize all terms in and then estimate the terms with powers of 

(l+GX) in the denominator. The first method implies the following 
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equations i 

cr ^ V —~X.[3^7V- - 4i Re7*vj Vv- -+ 5i |v*A - V ^ + 24 * + * 

+ 7zl)cvi3^r-40j^ =• Vv--^tv4^jVv>- + 2<-£7*A 4 

4-liCvic1 (|^+yv) -MSDCY?/^- 0 . (83) 

cr^T%9 -"K[3R».^.
Z
(<+

:
BV^'U--31^7* *J 0 -V sV§ + I2CG&U- -t 

♦ (%(2A-SB^ - 37s (iAv^)'l^- * 5-c (Vry*^ 
+ V^)]]j = - 

+ ‘R2=|£&1 f|ztC7x a- + (A-tB~Kk - z (?A* 6)7*0^ -t 2C/AU^T- ^v^Y?. 
MC i ^4vyofV&d'( J 

(84) 

The second treatment implies the following equations: 

<T £Ri V\r -\J^Vr'-2&tv^^Vv- + C - z^'bi'P%s^r -1&]J = 

= Vtf- -fcCv^Vv- 4 2C CM - + '2^(^VKV)V 

+ 46Dc\^|tf- -© . (85) 

cr ^Pe0 - 2.13XVL2 0-f-Bvtj) v — zPciQ^^ & + 2V© +• ^ A\C&-2\^) —~BV.* 

4 + '^xr')J]~$ 9 ^a^l('f+^v-*j)Tr -T^cVy^O +Vl5 v 

Cl7iC^-,r + AC7XH7*)-Z'B('?<I-^S)'ST> ^ ?:/_!_ 'dV + vLw-V 
** 1 * V*-9* ' ^ JV 

(86) 

The second treatment is based on the following approximations: 

^OJO/O-KTX) = 2(34 BQx-t-()S^)/(i+ffx> * ©Ci+sv^/fr+o^ = <0 (87) 

hGr^/O+oxf - ^ (-4 + 6gy+4 feCf 4 _ 12 (2+30^0-2(5^ _ rz.(.2-<r£) 

(88) 
O-4 ^<rx -v csiy'> d+zffvU'--^ 

This treatment has the advantage of being able to recover the equations 

of Mclntire and Schowalter (38) by setting A = o and Br = 0. There¬ 

fore, the second treatment was used, although the approximations are 

open to speculation* An experimental trial of the equations of treat¬ 

ment 1 showed that any differences between the results of the two 

sets of equations were insignificant for the conditions tested. Notice 
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that (as it must be) if \ = 0 the equations are the same. If X - 0, 

the equations are those of a Newtonian fluid since all 0) then 

vanish, implying that A = B~c = D = Ot and the two equations are 

identical in that case, since the fluid is Newtonian. 

For the purposes of analysis, the left-hand side of the above 

equations are regarded as being differentiated with respect to time 

instead of multiplied by a time constant tr, This is an assumption 

tha-ytdll be valid if the Plnlayson modification of the Galerkin pro¬ 

cedure produces distinct eigenvalues. That seems to be the case. 

The boundary conditions for the velocity and temperature pertur¬ 

bations are different. Since this study is concerned with rigid- 

rigid boundaries in the y-direction and no boundaries in the x- and z- 

directions, and constant temperature, 

- Q (§> H - ± i 

= o <0 ^ 

Additionally, assume no-slip at the walls. 

V'U1-o and at the walls ^^5 = 

~ 
0 (2> «|- 

(89) 

-t- X 
~~ z. (90) 
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TECHNIQUE OF SOLUTION• 

1• General Theory In this study a modification of the Galerkin 

method of weighted residuals due mainly to Flnlayson (19*16, 17, 18) 

is used* For details of the method of weighted residuals see Kantor¬ 

ovich and Krylov (31)• 

The method of weighted residuals is an approximation technique. 

Given a set of self-adjoint differential equations and a set of 

complete functions that span the space under consideration, a finite 

linear combination of the approximating functions can be made to ap¬ 

proach the solution to the set of equations arbitrarily closely (16)* 

It has been assumed true for non-self-adjoint systems in this thesis. 

The set of approximating functions can be. chosen many ways. The 

method most often employed is to assume the approximating functions 

are functions which satisfy the boundary conditions of the system, 

and this method is used here. Frequently, the functions are trans¬ 

cendental or polynomials because of the ease of manipulation. 

The approximate solution is a finite linear combination of the 

functions in the complete set (the "approximating functions"). The 

coefficients of this approximate solution (a-t) are assumed constant. 

The approximate solution is substituted into the differential equa¬ 

tions to form the "residual" which would be zero if the approximation 

were exact* A residual is formed for each of the equations of the 

system. 

There is a theorem of analysis that says that if a continuous 

function is orthogonal to every member of a complete set of functions, 

that function is identically zero on the space spanned by the set of 
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oomplete functions. The concept of "orthogonal" implios an inner 

product and therefore implies an inner product space spanned by the 

approximating functions. Choose an inner product on the space and take 

the inner product of a weighting function and the residual of each 

equation, setting the result to zero. This process is the Galerkin : 

method if the weighting functions and the approximating functions are 

the same set. If there are N equations and N unknown functions to be » 

approximated using M approximating functions, then the i-th residual 

must be orthogonalized with respect to each of the M approximating 

functions and there are M times N equations generated. But since each 

of N unknown solutions is approximated using M unknown (constant) 

coefficients in the linear combination of approximating functions, 

there are N times M unknown coefficients, and there are now NK linear 

equations in NM unknowns. In the Galerkin technique, therefore, if 

the determinant of the matrix of the solution coefficients is zero, 

the approximation is possible. As M increases, the approximation 

should converge to the solution. In this study, experiment indicates 

that increasing M produced convergence toward a correct value of the 

marginal Rayleigh number in the Newtonian case (see Table I), Con¬ 

vergence was assumed in the non-Newtonian case as well. 

The Finlayson technique differs from the Galerkin in that the 

time dependence of the solution to the system of equations is assumed 

to reside exclusively in the coefficients of the expansion. If one 

set of approximating functions is designated by |)^ and the co¬ 

efficients of the approximation to one solution u^(y,t) are designated 

by a£, then the approximation isi 

(91) 
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When substituted into the system, the approximation u^(i|,t) produces 

terras in and terns in where D is a spatial differential 

operator. After orthogonalization of the residuals, which removes 

spatial dependence, the system becomes the following matrix equation) 

Aa = (92) 

where a = (a,,— other approximation coefficients) and a 

represents as . 

The matrix A is assumed to be non-singular and therefore 

a. = (<C=■ 'bo. (93) 

which, if the eigenvalues of D are all distinct, has the solution (19) i 

A; - (9*0 

where c is a constant and \ is an eigenvalue of D. If an eigenvalue 

of D is of multiplicity greater than one, c is a polynomial in t of 

degree one less than the multiplicity of X, but the eigenvalues are 

assumed distinct here. Since the solution is of the formt 

(95) 

if only one of the XL has a real part greater than 0 then the solution 

Uj(^»t) is a growing exponential and the system is unstable. 

In the Galerkin method for time-dependent solutions, the solutions 

have been assumed to heve a time dependency of e®^ and differentiation 

with respect to time becomes multiplication by <r, The Galerkin matrix 

equation is Ea = 0 and therefore det(E) must vanish for the system to 

have a solution. If the system has a solution, finlayson (l6) shows 

that the necessary <r is the same as the smallest of the distinct 

eigenvalues of D and that the techniques coincide. This can be seen 

by noting that Aa in Eqn. 92 becomes «r£a in the Galerkin technique. 
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This moans that (B - o'A)a = 0 

on (B - cr A) = E 

(96) 

(97) 

Since A is non-singular by assumption, multiply by A from the lefti 

and det(A E) = det(A~')det(E) = 0 since det(E) = 0 for the Galerkin 

technique to provide a solution. This implies that: 

through zero first is the eigenvalue that satisfies the Galerkin 

criterion, cr is the smallest eigenvalue of D. This underscores the 

necessity of generating the eigenvalues of D, to check the distinct¬ 

ness apart from the check on the magnitude assumptions of the sim¬ 

plification to the perturbation equations. This also provides 

justification for considering multiplication by the cr of this paper 

as differentiation with respect to time, as the distinctness of the 

eigenvalues can be verified. 

The systems of equations in this paper have two unknown functions, 

v(y,t) and ,t). Since the velocity perturbation must satisfy 

different boundary conditions than the temperature perturbation, there 

are two distinct sets of approximating functions. Polynomials in 

have been chosen for ease of manipulation. The following approxima-. 

tions are assumedt 

These polynomials were constructed to satisfy the boundary conditions. 

The inner product used ist 

A"(B -<rA) = (A4 B - <rl) = AE (98) 

det(A ’ )det(E) = det(A’ B - <rl) = 0 (99) 

or that cr is an eigenvalue of A* B = D. Since the eigenvalue that goes 

(100) 

(101) 
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In the Newtonian fluid equations, two solutions exist* an even 

solution and an odd solution. The even solution corresponds to the 

first set and the odd solution corresponds to the second set of the 

folloeing approximation polynomials* 

These two sets of polynomials were tried in the non-Newtonian fluid 

also. But note that if even polynomials are assumed as the expansion 

functions, all the odd derivatives (first, third, etc.) will be odd 

polynomials. When these are substituted into the equations and inte¬ 

grated with even polynomial weight functions, the terms with odd 

derivatives will vanish leaving the following two equations* 

tr^ReVV - 'X £\Zv- - -2@] £ - Vy - Eecv^Yir + 

(104) 

The only non-Newtonian stress parameter in these equations is C, which 

in this study is assumed to vanish since it is experimentally unobeaser- 

vable. If the Brinkman number also vanishes, and X is assumed small, 

the equations are those of the Newtonian fluid. The even solution of 

the Newtonian fluid is the least stable, and the above equations would 

be a good test of the effects of X on the stability of the non-Newton¬ 

ian fluid, in the absence of any other non-Newtonian effects, as 

increasing X from 0 would produce deviations from Newtonian behavior. 

(102) 

(103) 

and, 
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2. The Program A computer program was developed for the Burroughs 

B-5500, in Fortran. 

An initial Rayleigh number RA is among the input data, along with 

an increment (RINC) and the number of times the eigenvalues should be 

computed at RA with all other conditions constant (MAXIT). In this 

study, the input RA was usually below the anticipated neutral stability 

Rayleigh number at the particular wave number. RINC was assigned a 

value sufficient to give an equal number of calculated points for the 

particular wave number on either side of the neutral stability Rayleigh 

number (Ram), in the given MAXIT. Then the eigenvalues of smallest 

real part and the Rayleigh numbers at which they were computed were 

put into an inverse Lagrangian interpolation program to determine the 

Rayleigh number at which the real parts would vanish. Since the input 

RA was below the anticipated Ram, RINC was between +50 and +4000 for 

the non-Newtonian cases, and between +100 and +500 for the Newtonian 

cases. 

The program was designed to increment the Rayleigh number instead 

of the wave number since the Rayleigh number appeared in fewer 

portions of the equations and therefore less computation was needed. 

The program is very flexible, though, and could be used (less effi¬ 

ciently) to compute eigenvalues at incremental wave numbers by setting 

MAXIT equal to 1 and inputting the wave number series in sequence. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1. The Method The modified Galerkin technique produced very good 

results. In the Newtonian case, where correspondence with exact 

results was available, the sub-program using inverse Lagrangian inter¬ 

polation gave correct results for marginal stability Rayleigh numbers 

to less than 0.0005$ error at the smallest Rayleigh number intervals 

(called RINC in the program). Since it was necessary to search the 

Rayleigh number to find the marginal stability condition, the inter¬ 

mediate RINC of 500.0 produced error in the Newtonian case of less than 

0,05$, The largest search interval (4000.0) was used in the non-New¬ 

tonian calculations. The difference in Ram generated using 6 inter- 

polants at intervals of 50 and those generated using 4 interpolants 

at intervals of 4000.0 was less than 0.5$* The inverse interpolation 

method is very accurate and very fast. In one case, twenty neutral 

stability Rayleigh numbers with 6 interpolants each were generated in 

less than 4 seconds. 

In order to calculate the minimum of a series of neutral stabili¬ 

ty Rayleigh numbers to find the critical value, a cubic fit was 

assumed, passing through the Rayleigh number - wave number points. 

This program was very sensitive to the choice of four points, but it 

generally gave satisfactory results. The cubic fit predicted that a 

Newtonian fluid with vanishing Reynolds number has a critical Rayleigh 

number of 1707.9 at a wave number of 3*123» whereas Chandrasekhar (9) 

gives the critical value of 1707*762 at a critical wave number of 

3.117* The choice of points affected the critical wave number most 

strongly, indicating that the computed wave number is good to a 
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round od-off second decimal digit, while the computed critical Rayleigh 

number was affected in the tens digit. An example of this is in Table 

II. In all the critical calculations, the four points closest to the 

minimum value were used. Since the Figures in the back do not show 

critical Rayleigh numbers to the units, inaccuracies did not intrude 

very much. 

A test case for convergence of the method as M is increased is 

presented in Table I, for the Newtonian fluid. The exact marginal 

stability number at \>a = 3*0 is 1711 from Chandrasekhar (9)» Through¬ 

out the rest of the results, M = 3 is assumed as an optimum value with 

respect to time of calculations vs. accuracy. 

2. The Newtonian Case As can be seen by Figures 4 and 5» the 

larger the Brinkman number, the less stable the flow, at all Reynolds 

numbers. Since the disturbances in the mean-flow direction and the 

transverse direction have been treated separately, the direction with 

the smaller critical Rayleigh number will determine the stability of 

the flow under the specified conditions. In the cases of "large" 

Reynolds number (30 and 50) and at all Reynolds numbers neglecting 

dissipation, the z-directional instabilities dominate. However, the 

smaller the Reynolds number, and the larger the Brinkman number, the 

more unstable the mean-flow disturbances become. Of course, in the 

limit of zero Reynolds number, the Brinkman number vanishes as well. 

Figures 4 and 5 were generated for mean-flow disturbances, except 

for curve C of Figure 4. Variations in the transverse directional 

critical Rayleigh number were negligibly dependent on Reynolds number 

and generally fall on Curve C for s?v. = 0. Figure 5 clearly indicates 
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that Reynolds numbers greater than 10 stabilize the flow at all 

Brinkman numbers. The region of large Brinkman and small Reynolds 

number does not correspond to any physical situation, and was not 

attempted, although at vanishing Reynolds number, the Brinkman number 

must vanish as well, so that if possible, the curves for high Br 

would drop very rapidly and then start back upward for increasing 

Reynolds number. 

At zero Brinkman number, the curve of Figure 5 duplicates 

Deardorff's (l4) results for variations of Reynolds number. Presumably 

the Prandtl number dependence he reports is also available from this 

program, but it was not tested. Due to the fact that the Reynolds 

number stabilized the fluid at all Brinkman numbers tested, and noting 

that the Prandtl number and Reynolds number have the same functional¬ 

ity in the dissipation term, since they only appear as the Peclet 

number, the Prandtl number would have the same stabilizing effect that. 

the Reynolds number has. 

3. Non-Newtonian Cases The second-order fluid was unable to provide 

clear results for the viscoelastic fluid, as has been noted. This was 

the prime reason for developing the integral model equations, and 

they were used throughout for generating the non-Newtonian data. 

Fortunately, the equations for both models in certain situations look 

very similar, and estimation of the second-order fluid parameters can 

be made. 

Mclntire (37) has shown qualitatively and quantitatively how and 

why the second-order fluid responds in this manner. He attaches the 

model-induced instabilities to the time derivative in the second 
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Rivlin-Ericksen tensor, multiplied by a negative constant. He shows 

numerically a case where the smallest eigenvalue goes through zero 

discontinuously as a function of wave number. To supplement his 

results, the data in Table III were generated. Note that the smallest 

eigenvalue goes through zero discontinuously, as Mclntire indicates 

should happen. Note also, the next smallest eigenvalue does not go 

through zero, but increases rapidly toward zero and then starts going 

more negative. As Mclntire shows, the non-Newtonian parameter ( in • 

this study called 07 ) appears in the denominator of the expression 

for the growth rate. At specified, large, negative 07 and small wave 

numbers, he shows that the denominator produces a singularity in the 

growth rate, which corresponds to the eigenvalues of this thesis. 

The results of Table III show that at specified wave number, variation 

in 07 produces the same singularity, as it should. Table III also 

shows that the eigenvalue of next smallest real part appears to be 

following the same type of contour. In one case three of the six 

eigenvalues, produced by the velocity equation, had positive real parts 

at conditions of flow, Rayleigh number and wave number such that the 

fluid should have been stable. This study also showed that at a Ray¬ 

leigh number that could have been marginally stable, the real part of 

one of the eigenvalues became negative. This "backward" instability 

is a lesson in the care with which results of linearized hydrodynamic 

stability analysis for the second-order fluid should be handled. 

The integral model has a term somewhat reminiscent of the term 

that produces model instabilities in the second-order fluid j the "K-terra. 

There are large differences, however. While non-zero X indicates a 

non-Newtonian fluid, it is not a normal-stress term but a relaxation 
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time term, and can be relatively independent of the normal stresses, 

since the normal stresses contain summations of mp?^, and nip is not 

restricted to sign. The effect of X has not been fully explored, and 

throughout the non-Newtonian results it has been assumed small. The 

one case that was tried produced Table IV. 

The two sets of equations that appear from the integral model as 

a consequence of different approximations of non-linear terms in 

were both tried, though the second set of equations was used to gen¬ 

erate the results, A single set of test cases are presented in Table 

V. 

The second-order fluid model is more useful in other analyses, 

i. e. "slow" flows. As Mclntire (38) points out, the stability of 

the fluid in perturbed plane Couette flow heated from below is sensi¬ 

tive to the size and magnitude of , the coefficient of the second 

Rivlin-Ericksen tensor. Many non-linear analyses are extremely 

difficult, if not impossible, with integral fluid models. The second- 

order fluid, while not simple, does uncomplicate the analyses to some 

degree and therefore an estimation of the size and magnitude of the 

coefficients would be important. The use of the integral model for 

this flow enables an estimation of the various observable parameters 

of the second-order fluid. The non-Fourier terms in the heat conduc¬ 

tion vector are assumed throughout to be negligible. Since there are 

no temperature profile measurements available, and any of the effects 

of this type of inclusion are masked by velocity perturbations, these 

parameters would be extremely awkward to determine. 

The non-Newtonian case presents more difficulty in describing 

the role of dissipation. It can be said, however, that the Brinkman 
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number destabilizes the fluid in general, but qualifications must be 

made. Figures 6 and 7 are graphs for the non-Newtonian fluid, analo¬ 

gous to Figures 2 and 3 for the Newt onian fluid, with the exception 

of curves D in both Figs. 6 and 7 • They show the neutral stability 

curves as a function of wave number. 

Curves D in Figures 6 and 7 are believed not to be due to numeri¬ 

cal instability of the program. A test of the eigenvalue sub-routine 

was made on a singular matrix and the eigenvalues had no correspondence 

with those calculated from the matrix by hand, so a nearly singular 

matrix would distort the results. Also, a nearly singular matrix 

which had to be inverted would generate numerical error. To test the 

closeness to singularity of the time-dependence matrix, a test was 

conducted in which the column norm was checked for smallness at each 

step of the inversion. If, at any step, the column norm was less than 

-12 
10 in absolute value, the program would terminate. It did not. 

To insure that the program was not trying to get the eigenvalues 

of a singular matrix, the step-size in the Rayleigh number was increased 

to 4000.0 in those cases where the real psrts of the eigenvalues of 

smallest magnitude went positive slowly. No attempt to calculate 

the eigenvalues at marginal stability Rayleigh numbers was made, since 

the validity of exchange of stabilities was unknown. If the exchange 

of stabilities principle were valid, the matrix at marginal stability 

would have an eigenvalue equal to zero, would be singular, and there¬ 

fore the calculated eigenvalues would have no significance. 

For the Benard problem, Chandrasekhar (9) shows that there exist 

even and odd distinct solutions to the equations, the even solution 

being least stable. At first it appeared that odd and even solutions 
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might explain Curves D of Figures 6 and 7* Assume that there are two 

neutral stability curves. If, as one passed its minimally stable 

point and started to slowly increse monotonically, the other intersect¬ 

ed on the way to its minimally stable pointf a resultant figure 

could appear as a curve similar to the curves D. These solutions 

were attempted, but since distinct odd and even solutions do not exist 

under the conditions examined in this thesis, this explanation was 

discarded. 

A result which was thought to indicate what produced curves 0 in 

Figures 6 and 7 is tabulated in Table VI. The procedure for computing 

the marginal Rayleigh number is to select the eigenvalue whose real 

part goes from negative to positive first, at specified values of the 

Rayleigh number, all other conditions being held constant. Then 

tabulate the real parts of this eigenvalue and the Rayleigh number at 

which they occur, and inversely interpolate to find the Rayleigh 

number at which the real part vanishes. In all the other cases, the 

eigenvalue which was tracked turned out to be the eigenvalue of small¬ 

est magnitude. In the case tabulated in Table VI, the eigenvalue of 

smallest magnitude is used for interpolation, regardless of. whether or 

not it was the first eigenvalue to undergo a sign change in its real 

part, the set of marginal Rayleigh numbers excluding the offset 

values is obtained. The offset marginal Rayleigh numbers were tabulat¬ 

ed for the eigenvalue whoses real part went from negative to positive 

first, regardless of its magnitude. For the first three wave numbers 

tested, these conditions coincidedi the eigenvalue of smallest magni¬ 

tude was the eigenvalue whose real part changed sign first. This was 

not the case for wave numbers of 4.0 and 4.5• Therefore, at this 
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value of A and Br, if the eigenvalue of smallest magnitude is used to 

generatqfaarginal Rayleigh numbers, a critical condition does exist, 

and a critical Rayleigh number can be calculated. But, if the eigen¬ 

value whose real, part goes through zero first is used, a non-increas¬ 

ing curve results, and no critical condition can be used to generate 

a critical Rayleigh number. 

In the above example, at low wave number, a small imaginary part 

of the complex growth rate (or the "growth-rate frequency") in the 

disturbances seems to be least stable, whereas at higher wave numbers, 

larger growth-rate frequencies in the disturbances seem least stable. 

It is interesting to note that this quantum jump from a critical Ray¬ 

leigh number condition to high growth-rate frequency instability is 

associated with large Brinkman number. At zero Brinkman number 

neutral stability with exchange of stabilities prevails. In fact, if 

dissipation is neglected, the exchange of stabilities assumption 

appears valid for transverse and mean-flow directional disturbances, 

even in the non-Newtonian fluid. 

h. Zero Second Normal Stress This was the first non-Newtonian case 

studied, and it deals with fluids and conditions such that vanishes. 

In the second-order fluid T,^ = («, +2oCl')H
z from Eqn. 8. Since 

is small and negative, vanishing implies oc, is small and positive. 

The first normal stress difference, S - S is -2e£t« for the second- 
yy 

order fluid. The Reynolds number was assumed small. The appropriate 

coordinate to demonstrate the effect of oiz on the stability of the 

fluid is -Nj/S^y = which is negative. The first normal stress 

parameter for the integral model is B - A and the second normal stress 
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parameter is B (=0). 

The most striking effect on the stability is seen in the mean- 

flow direction, which is probably reasonable since the parameter is 

(Sjoc “ Syy). The critical Rayleigh number goes rapidly to zero as 

"%/ ®xy decreased below -2.0, In Figures 8 and 9 the critical 

Rayleigh number is graphed against -Nj/S^ for mean-flow and transverse 

directions respectively. As can be seen, the Brinkman number stabil¬ 

izes the fluid if the first normal stress difference is small, but 

destabilizes the flow at larger absolute values of that parameter. 

Table VI indicates the behavior at -Nj/S^ = -1.0 for large Brinkman 

number, and why that point is starred in Figure 8. 

: Actually, the mean-flow directional instabilities do not become 

observable until the first normal stress parameter is larger than 

2.25* since the transverse directional critical Rayleigh numbers occur 

an order of magnitude lower, as Figure 9 shows. If, in fact, the 

bottom curve of Figure 6 indicates instability at all Rayleigh numbers, 

then the fluid will suddenly become unstable between 2.25 and 2,50. 

Until that point, the Brinkman number will destabilize the fluid. 

5. Mon-Zero Second Normal Stress This case has been investigated 

assuming is variable at a constant -%/S^y Qf -0.5. As indi¬ 

cated in the previous section, the effect of changing the first normal 

stress parameter is small in the transverse direction. As shown by 

Figure 10, the effect of the second normal stress parameter is great¬ 

est in the transverse direction. In this case the parameter is S^y-S^. 

In this case the effect of the Brinkman number is to destabilize 

the flow. Note that the stability curves are almost exactly symmetric 
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about Ng/Sjjy = 0*0* As opposed to the results for the previous case, 

.the sign of the second normal stress parameter does not seem to in¬ 

fluence the stability envelope, at the parameters considered. 

Again, if the bottom curve of Figure 7 does indicate instability 

at all Rayleigh numbers, then the flow becomes unstable at around 

B = + 1.25. 

6. The Exchange of Stabilities An interesting result of the inclu¬ 

sion of the Brinkman number (dissipation) terms in the Newtonian 

energy equation is that the exchange of stabilities hypothesis is 

apparently invalid. Many workers have either proved or noted that 

exchange of stabilities holds for the Benard problem (9*12). Beard, 

Davies and Walters (l) have explored the overstability of Maxwell 

fluids in Couette flow. They show that elasticity produces over- 

stability in viscoelastic fluids. They also conclude that overstabil¬ 

ity in Newtonian fluids is not possible in Couette flow. This study 

shows that dissipation plays a role in overstability in both Newtonian 

and non-Newtonian fluids. Other workers have noted overstability in 

other flow regimes (24,20). Some results of this study, in Table VII 

indicate that as the Brinkman number increases, so does the imaginary 

part of the neutrally stable eigenvalue. 

Shen (45) shows that viscosity can cause energy to be transferred 

from the basic steady-state flow to the perturbations in a Newtonian 

fluid. Perhaps the dissipation terms, which vanish for an inviscid 

fluid, assume a comparable role. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

The effects of dissipation can be important in physical flow 

situations* One of the effects is the destabilization of the flow* 

In certain situations where large normal stresses are generated, 

convection sets in, regardless of the size of the temperature 

gradients. Turbulent boundary layers are possible under these 

conditions, and this is an important consideration in fields such 

as boundary layer control in drag reduction. 

The effects of overstability also play an important role in 

melt fracture and thin film generation. Surface wave phenomena 

could be studied as an extension of this work by changing the 

boundary conditions on the velocity and temperature fields. 

It is conceivable that the properties of viscoelastic fluids 

can be studied through an experimental approach modelled on this 

study. In this thesis a broad range of parameters were examined. 

As experimental data accumulate, estimation of the size and sign 

of the parameters of the models employed could make a refinement 

of this work a valuable correlative tool. For instance, a fluid 

in a flow regime similar to plane Couette flow has a certain 

critical Rayleigh number. If one parameter were known very well, 

an estimation of the other parameters in the fluid model could be 

made from a measurement of the critical Rayleigh number. 

Of course, the work of this thesis is not finished. Linearized 

stability analysis is only an approximation giving upper bounds on 

the critical condition. Sufficiency criteria might be developed 

through Liapunov functions or another "energy*' method. This would 
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entail considerable, and perhaps prohibitive, complexity, though. 

The same comment applies to direct integration of the non-linear 

equations. 

Some suggestions for further work arei 

1. Trials of the second-order fluid should be made near the 

marginally stable conditions, Mclntire (37) has indicated that the 

second-order fluid would be useful near the curves of neutral stab¬ 

ility. With results of this thesis, it could be determined whether 

the model-induced "instabilities" always occur at much lower wave 

number than the other instabilities. If this is the case, and the 

"backward" instability discussed earlier corresponds to the results 

of the integral model, then the second-order fluid becomes extremely 

useful. As noted previously, the second-order fluid has distinct ad¬ 

vantages in simplicity, convenience and applicability to diverse 

geometries, 

2. Using the Newtonian fluid, a set of three equations are necessary 

to study the response of the fluid to non-zero wave numbers in both 

the mean-flow and transverse directions. The extra equation is a 

momentum equation component, necessary because one of the three 

components is no longer trivial. An interesting point of investig¬ 

ation is where curves C and D intersect in Figure 4. 

3. It would be interesting to see how the C and D parameters in 

the integral model equations contribute to instability. Since these 

parameters are not observable in the normal stress, their behavior 

is masked. For transverse perturbations only, they do not appear 

in the equations, but it is conceivable that they affect mean-flow 

direction stability enough to make that the critical direction. 
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Similar considerations might apply to the non-Fourier parameters of 

the heat equation of the second-order fluid. There might be a method 

of selecting these so that the fluid does not exhibit model-induced 

instabilities• 

4, Lambda (x) is related to the "relaxation time" of a Maxwell 

fluid. Its effect on the stability should be studied more extensively 

than this thesis does. Others (38»39) have chosen wider ranges of 

X but have not remarked on its effect, 

5. Overstability and its role in the critical conditions have not 

been thoroughly covered here. The origins of overstability in the 

elastic and dissipation terms has not been analyzed. This is an 

interesting and important question that needs development. 
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TABLE I 

Marginal Rayleigh numbers for the Newtonian fluid are shown 
below, calculated for RINC = 50, MAXIT — 6, where M is the number 
of polynomials in the approximate solution, at the conditions at 
the left. 

M Ram 

Re = 10. 1 1753.62962954 
Pr = 1.0 2 1712.06835423 
Br = 0 3 1711.27732822 
€, = ^ = 63= 0 4 1711.27714812 
o] =05= 0 5 1711.27732873 

0.0 6 1711.27732859 
** 3.0 7 1711.27732861 

Exact (Chandrasekhar) 
value* 1711.28 

TABLE II 

A demonstration of the effect of the choice of cubic fit points 
in calculating the critical values, under the conditions at the left. 

R&Q t "dfc Ram Rac, vie 
Re = 100. 
Pr = 10. •2.5 9985.931 8915.88 
Br = 10. 8920.07 r 3.0 9097.671 3.4014 
A = 1.0 3.4254 3.5 8925.02 
B = C = D = 0 / 4.0 9185.05J 
N = 0.001 v. 4.5 9743.86 
\£= 0.0 
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TABLE III 

The real parts of the eigenvalues of smallest and next smallest 
magnitude are shown for the conditions at the left, vs, the first 
normal stress parameter for the second-order fluid. 

min.) 8©( t f 

0.00 -0.25314 -7.3713 
-0.10 -0.25901 -2.9192 

Re = 20 -0.20 -227.47 -0.2655 
Pr = 0.71 -0.21 +1648.3 -0.2662 
Br = 0 -0.22 +178.44 -0.2669 
Ra = 1500. -0.23 +94.277 -0.2676 
£, = €,,= £*= 0 -0.24 +64.055 -O.2683 
01 = Oj/2. -0.25 +48.502 -0.2690 
Vv = 2.0 -0.26 +39.024 -0.2697 
14 = 0.0 -0.27 +32.644 -0.2705 

M= 3 -0.28 +28.056 -0.2712 
-0.29 +24.598 -0.2719 

TABLE IV 

This shows the effect of A.- |>J.? on the neutral stability 
Rayleigh number under the conditions at the left. 

Re = 20 X Ram 
Pr = 0.71 
Br = 0 0.0 1347.40475047 
A = 2.0 0.001 1347.40477514 
B = C = D = 0 0.01 1347.40500427 

= 2.0 0.1 1347.41275296 
V* s 0.0 1.0 1353.82520281 
M = 3 
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TABLE V 

Some test cases comparing the two treatments of the non-linear 
terms in crX (Eqns. 83 - 86). Equation set 1 refers to Eqns. 83,84 
and Equation set 2 refers to Eqns. 85,86. Direction indicates the 
directional dependency of the perturbations. 

Re = 100.0, Pr = 10.0, 
C = D = 0.0, V= 0.001 

Equation Set 1 Br A B direc¬ Rac *c 

tion 
0.0 1.0 0.0 x 8875.5788127 3M8 

2.0 x 7725.3006132 3.690 

1.5 1.0 z 1198.78900420 3.850 

-0.5 -1.0 z 1198.78900420 3.850 

Equation Set 2 
8875.5963336 3.4-18 0.0 1,0 0.0 x 

2.0 x 7725.2907031 3.690 

1.5 1.0 z 1198.82915798 3.850 
-0.5 -1.0 z 1198.69503061 3.850 

Set 1 Set 2 
Ram Ram 

Re = S 100 
Pr = * 10 2.5 9985.9281588 9985.9280878 

B = C = D =0 3.0 9097.6683221 9097.6682912 
X = 0.001 3.5 8925.0239382 8925.0239103 
Br * = 10 4.0 8852.0069761 8852.0067596 

A = 1.0 4.5 8403.6046462 8403.604673^ 
0 
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TA-BLE VI 

This table illustrates the change in marginal Rayleigh number 

at the conditions at the left, in calculating Ram with the eigen¬ 

value whose real part first goes through zero regardless of size 

(the offset values), and with the eigenvalue of smallest magnitude. 

The values at 2.5, 3»0, 3*5 satisfied both conditions. The 

column on the right is the value of the imaginary part of the eigen¬ 

value used in calculation. 

v* Ram Im(\) 

A = 1.0 
Br = 10 

** = 0 
X = 0.001 

B = C = D = 0 

Re = 100 

Pr = 10 
2.5 9985.93 -0.0179 
3.0 9097.6? -0.01681 
3.5 8925.02 -0.01643 
4.0 9185.05 -0.01645 

8852.01 -1.1268 

4.5 9743.86 -0.01672 
8403.60 -1.2692 
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TABLE VII 

Some test cases showing the imaginary part of the neutral 
stability eigenvalues as a function of wave number and Brinkman 
number for Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. 

Br >k Im(X) 
Newtonian 
Re = 10.0 0.0 all 0.0 
Pr = 1.0 
4*0 1.0 2.0 -0.005 

2.5 -0.005 
3.0 -0.005 
3.5 -0.0048 

5.0 2.0 -0.023 
2.5 -0.025 
3.0 -0.025 
3.5 -0.024 

10.0 2.0 -0.04? 
2.5 -0.051 
3.0 -0.049 
3.5 -0.0k6 

non-Newtonian 
Re a* 100 5.0 2.5 -0.0014 
Pr = 10 3.0 -0.0018 
A = 1.5 3.5 -0.0027 
B = 1.0 4.0 -0.0037 
C = D = 0 4.5 -0.0052 
X rs 0.001 
4* 0 10.0 2.5 -0.0025 

3.0 -0.0034 
3.5 -0.0051 
4.0 -0.0067 
4.5 -0.0085 
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APPENDIX 1 

In this appendix the linearized perturbation equations are 

derived briefly in the first section, and the perturbation stress 

and dissipation terms for the integral model are derived in detail 

in the second section. 

Section 1_ The balance equations are (5)t 

Mass! 4 V- (pv) •= o (1.1) 

Momentum! 4 V-^nr) +Vp » V-r + ^ (1.2) 

Energy! pCv<jj£ +V-|. t ■= (1.3) 

Perturbations are introduced into the velocity and temperaturei 

V^v+u. •> T'-Tve (1.4) 

where T and V are the steady-state temperature and velocity fields 

and u and & are the (small) perturbations. These perturbations imply 

perturbation responses in the other dependent variables of the 

system. The perturbed density, pressure, stress, and heat-flux are 

denoted by primes and the perturbations are denoted by deltas. 

pp+Zp •, p’^p+Sp i x-t •, ^ ” %■ + (1«5) 

A. Linear Momentum Balance 

Using the mass balance, assuming an incompressible fluid, and 

noting that 

V- Lpvir) - \r (*7■ p>'v-) /^(nr-V)^ = o + jo' {7-7)^ (1*6) 

the momentum balance becomes! 

ori 

(s-vto)* Vp* - v -t 

s/4?4 p'if A p-(v.v)u />'(*• Y)u HV8P 

(1.7) 

(cont.) 
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\-r ♦ ^ ? 

.V-ST -v \ 0.&} 

The top line of the above equation is the momentum balance for 

the steady-state flow, and is satisfied identically by the steady- 

state variables. Those terms are deleted to leave the momentum 

perturbation.: equation i 

■*+ <■ •» ^7- &9 + (l»9) 

£. Energy Balance 

When perturbed, the energy equation becomes! 

c#.vyr'] *v-v • 

Since the fluid is assumed incompressible, ori V'i? *■ o 

f/Xl +/>4 (V-V)T . ; 

+/°Cv’-vyr 4-yo'Cr W-v)© +/o
(cv-CtL-'7)CTt-(5V 

(1.10) 

(V'^o-) f-C'.Vv _ 3 

lv-S|L-* oj 1. 4-S’'?.-Vc \ (l.ii) 

Again, the top line is the steady-state equation and is satisfied 

identically. Those terms are deleted to get the energy perturbation 

equation! 

+/>(t(^V)T,
+ V-&1 - ■S-.VtT + fe:W ■<-$r:Va . (1.12) 

The Boussinesq approximation is that for small temperature grad¬ 

ients, the density can be considered constant in all terms except 

the body-force term of the momentum equation. It is assumed in this 

study that this approximation is valid. Therefore, />'- /oa and since- 

the material derivatives of the steady-state variables vanish, the 

perturbation equations become! 

Momentum! + (S-^ »g.y)g^ + Vfy - V-ft A- ^. (1.13) 
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Energy» /Oo4 (£-V)T + ’ “t :Vu! + $t:W <- fct:V(T . (l.l4) 

The underlined terms are dropped since they are products of 

perturbations, and the resulting equations are* 

Momentum* po+. (\r.V)u + Cu-VjV^+VXp -V-fr? + . (1*15) 

Energy * £ X? + (ZfS/)Q + ^■'V)T ^ 4 V- = 'tVu + ^ cVv-. (1. l6) 

Section 2 

The integral fluid constitutive equation is* 

r = [tt-t'), Hc.-t1')]+ ?£ ]dh'. (1.17) 

where* ** „[«.-<!) = t A* 0* zlUt'jA ) (1*18) 

B = ij l Finger Strain (1.19) 

C = i; ('fak'd** At) tfe. ; Green Strain (1.20) 
1 K'dY.i J 1 " 

S is constant, and for this study, %, =ao. 

A. From the definition* 

£-M§fAs^ ^ 
and it is assumed that* ^ -TrV; A Y*) 

Vi is constant in [t',t] , t' is past time, and x is defined to be 

t-t' • 

=> c+i = i^ QL (Yk- k 

= fci i}ik ~ )kV-'{:n' $mi ~ VL‘ * 

For this coordinate system, l7 = and L = 

C + I = (I -?£ ).(I - rL) 

And, since B + I = (C + I)’, if 

*C. Y) + rVc U,'A . *0 ^ c CL ■*- tLV (!•* Til) . 
Example* Steady, simple shearing flow* V = (A,0,0) 

(1.21) 

(1.22) 

(1.23) 

(1.24) 

(1.25) 

(1.26) 
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c = 

B 

/o -Yt- o' 
i-Xx {ktf o 
'o o o; 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

B. It is assumed that the steady-state velocity is perturbed! v = V 

+ u such thatV-v = 0. The perturbation velocities are defined byt 

ut = w;*h(t) (1.29) 

where the time-dependency is all in h(t). This is just an assumption 

that the perturbation velocities can be variable-separable, as is the 

normal mode assumption. 

■t -t A 

=?> •'/fe. = Yle ~ _ UifcJ” h (s) ds j Coj| J b C^)ds ~ \ Y= t- t (1.30) 

= ^-(^4^). (1.31) 

Therefore, from the definition of the Green strain tensor in recti¬ 

linear cartesian coordinates, the perturbed strain 1st 

■ k (!fe -^)(^ 4 

- i-(£-g - <1-32> 

u 0 
The tensor is defined! _/£ = (l«33) 

If the assumption is made that h(t) = e0^ , cr a complex constant, 

them » J = e^O-e^/r (1.3^) 

= UT* (1.35) 

wherei /T= ife. (1*36) 

and ct * 1(./T4^) (1.37) 

Therefore, (C + l/ « CX- 1/ELT * ^/T))- (T- (tU 

33 X-zrD + V:LT-L 4/c</cLr-i +1^L) *- 

= j^T-Z^T) ■* T^lJX^ - 2*fd. +'tif/Cl-T-^ *• oe^ttiert. 
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a (Gl) * SC (1.38) 

The tensor M is defined to be I - (TL + 4l) which implies that (C + I) 

= FT- M and (B + I) a (C + I)'-1 * (M1* M)’’ = M"'* (M1)1 • (1.39.1.40) 

'(1-11%) -(*v++%p -4% 
M=[ -4^4 l*-^) -f§gj 

-4% -ijjfe 0- 

(1.41) 

In order to invert M, the determinant must be evaluatedi 

det(M) = 0(£f) Ofy3) 

= 1 - 4V- <■<- - -r O + 

= 1 - 4x?^i = rn (1.42) 

and, = ^cof (Mj;) where cof(Mj-) is the cofactor of the j,i-th 

element of the matrix representing M. 

'<»♦*%) -'*£%') + 

M’ = ( 0+^%*) f^T \ (1.^3) 

. A/ / -v-l uT 
Now, (B + I) a M • (Mm) 

B** - 2x4'?- iCrv)^^ ^ /Cl- 

E*l = [ •>* * fW- (sjf -"sS) <• ?#£> ?/«- 2^3*0 

■ [ 2T>fV?£2 + 

= f + ■/■ @gg "? /0 - 2T+'<" ^1) 

"Ba. * J^sSl/ft-z-oLV^) . (l.») 

Two small notes are worth calling attention toi 

1. For all square matrices A-A = (A**A )T and therefore B is 

symmetric and C is symmetric. 

2. If there is no x-dependency in the velocities, ^3 = 0 and 

therefore m = 1 which simplifies the B tensor immensely. 
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Thereforei 

+ z.^ a> J"r+ X-t) + CEY?^ ^ . (1.45) 

Now m = 1 - 2t(/V^ and 

J_ _ *  (f 4 tt4J\^£S') . rx-x 
m (i -rr^^) Cl + «r+V^) ~ U, ; 

and therefore j_ * (<4 = <4 - (1.47) 

It may seem justifiable to multiply and divide by the conjugate 

of the determinant and then neglect the part that complicates the 

analysis. But if the development is completed, the equations that 

result are reasonable and a benefit is that the equations for the 

two-dimensional case involving no x-dependency are very readily 

obtainable. 

Thereforet B7 = B + SB, where 

c<+2Wv^f +T^vi? 

(1.48) 

(1.49) 

(1.50) 

itdf crif o\ 
SB = (?i)z o o -cv<\Yt -r4<VmS 0{*£Z) 

\ o O O ) . j X 
7 (1.51) 

and c'= C + SC, $C = -i^d * 'oj-ClI-X + ^r L) (1.52) 

The extra stress is 

r'» -f^r - fu.fHB.SB'l |(.c( Sc')|cO/ 

(1.53) 
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To simplify the algebra, let F = ^I+L^B ■«- JL(£C.) 

t* goes from t-«> to t, then z goes from oo to 0 and d(t-t') = dx= -dt* 

i.e. 

= [ 0+l)[4*3^ - 2^V- vriYfijg] 
H z<f^5x ( • 

(1.56) 

And, since ^ 0 - i-^) 

Jrpl-C^e^flft: - 4 /<t + d>0 - Mr 

-i jTV O-e^) e = Vp (2+ /£ t + ■= 

^=- J05tXi-e'^Oe.^’ch: = 2>^, (3+ 3o=X!p+ (.«rV)t)/6<+a>z?'f - 
o 

-L f°"t3 (5 - e )c ^dt = tXjp 64++ (ffT-if') V^f+oXp'f1 - tfj 
* * (1.57) 

Therefore, ^ -_ jci+t) [afyTl*1 (Jj$$ 4 ^ (l .58) 

by defining ft = ^.Wp^1* (1.59) 

= H>f *M& + (1 •*>) 

Finally, the components of $£ are* 

- <■+!){ 4. 

(c*mt 
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K. - o*§)[>k (&*$£) **&%?] * ft 

Sr^8 = (HI^Y/Y^X t~/A<(&2*tyf) + Ira • (1.61) 

Now, to develop the viscous terms of the momentum equation! 

V-*' i;?*- ijiiki, 

*«(*«)- 

V<[^(V-i')j . - «.«« ejUw^s . i. • 
(1.62) 

Employing the epsilon-delta identity, fewn^MjLt = 

* ?,[<?«<?.*)]. -V^i. (1.63) 

* ^(wjSuV V’(VT') (1.61*) 

Therefore, the x-component isi 

-TPSt 7X5^ H + zXjYg -* \ 4-^S ■a*. \■»>£.* -&21 3y3<7 V§& ^6?) K Tx -tff TE J 

y-coraponenti 

-'•Pin 4 + 2pik? A 2^ %g \- Ptfy 
^ V ”2i£z 3X9(j d>t^dz ’ \ ivS Ey 

z-componentt 

•s cfe ^ +xt?+^ ^ ♦ * %) ■-yxg? ^ • 
(1.65) 

<s)iVr.{ (1.66) Call '^y^Yv 

K'^lkp 4'SV'^ 4,ft^s 3V: 

r* 
^2? 

_ 2u 
“ “ r't -JZ3 

'IjS? - 4 ^r^la)? 4 

2J-£ ■ 4 42ft^-4l%P • (1.6?) 
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Therefore, 

© - 

* Sj-V'lfe l 

■* 2jt, f tfj&y) +^(YtL) t ^(y4)7. (1.68) 
^ “d** * 'b-Z* “ ' 

which becomes, by collecting terms and noting that V£ = o « 

4 2^ {(^fyrV^ 4 y * (1*69) 

The rest of the viscous terms, for the y-component only, arei 

^ t? **&,%) 

* ***%, * 

^ <1,70> 

and the sum is ^, 

^ - ^f,4§\Sfi3^ ^[SUHI^ a.71) 

Therefore, the viscous term of the y-component of the momentum 

equation becomes t - -^7 <f>^j 

= 2fls(n|lVy^|) 4 fJ,{ (r-/>E* 4^^ 

4 WVij - 2M.# ^ <* 

-2ft[(,4§)*V^ 4 $V*^. 

- rXi, 4 ^{o^vV^ 

-‘*0*1^*^ . 

The steady-state stress isi 

(1.72) 

'•'HH 

5*1 

S«s 

**(■4) l„^p^P t p« 

- 0 
CO ^ 

4* c * £,WP\> 

Sa >eK 

Sa^ ~ c (1*73) 
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andf |Sl
,n^t? "/6» (1-74) 

It is recalled that: /W| =- /(u 07^ 
~ a T~ 

fa ' 2_ trip>ep (i+oVtr) /(1 4. A2?y 

o& 4 
r?^^pXtf (3 + 3(fka|» 4 (f4 

- * £ ,WF>5> (4 + + 4 (OV? + (07^ /tu.(Thx$ . (1.75) 

The momentum equation becomes 1 __ jTj| l-y'4 ^ 
fc A ^T*' O+crHpV <f 

■^^,[^1 vr1P^tP J [cit|.Vii'V^^ -f Si;(Vu* — )^ + 

* £ t lr^ & ^ * «^V(u»v?] (^t -% *%) * 

r °° t. 4 

-^[^rV*P + + ^Vo + »>*?]* 0 + f > 

+ n d?4!^*) ' (1.76) 

It is assumed that* X- JL\* •, fsn/^ = Cg sn^/Cuo*') 

and A4 = C|^PH*+<JV>A«+(r>tf 

/<* * * (f=l^F-VP)(34 3<r\ -v (<JS?VCl4-aV)a 

A* - 6 (4 4 <0* 4- 4 ta*)14 fo)s) /(f 4 0>y . (1.77); 

The y-coraponent of the momentum balance becomes} 

^ - 

+2(5.^ (3+sjfejW> T 2 o+LyVs^i +^V.\? 
/OoCi + ^V 1 *■ M 3ei/^ •o v 

- 6 (^4 4g\ 4<(0>y <-&$) C z (,4.£)V3lJ^ 7 
/?„Cl40VV 1 *■ a 

(&•&)• (1.78) 

This is multiplied through by and the following dimen¬ 

sionless normal stress parameters are defined1 

C =• Cflmp^Ci+l^ir^o ; 3>= (1.79) 

to get the momentum perturbation equations 
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{4 C i-nny) + (ua^> j AV^ 

+ 2 C%(<y*) e>5 (’^u1 -'A^j i&a ) ~ zl) hfeO 
/^(i+ox^^^V^xi *>Y' **1' /tO+oxy ^xs<S<£ 

+ <xa. (Hffxy +<?£> \ . 
°~7&7^ W* '*>£'■) (1.80) 

(1.81) 

(1.82) 

where y C<rx) - CcrxV') 

h (ox) = 4 (-4 4 4.0V 4^ (5Jx)1+ C<rxV ~) . 

For the energy equation, a Fourier heat conduction is assumedt 

(1.83) — kVl *> - -^70 V-S| = — feV © 

The dissipation term is: <££.-Vv- + /t:VCC 

Sr:W= Yk,* 

^Vc - 

Therefore, the energy equation becomes« 

4 4 ?- feVfc * 

4 M3f^)4SifV&? 
x)^ + S2S ^ 

CO ^ 

Now, since ^ ).^^, * ‘}0^aC/(U(Jx'>s(H-|yVl 

«, - (if iiOL'H2^, = C2±sX) A, A = (?4<Jx'> /SoB 
^ p“ r Owntf <»Wgr|-^ C7T5X? *T 

Ai * ®.mp^rX-rr^ ' ^fexS 

(1.84) 

(1.85) 

(1.86) 

(1.87) 

~> *((H|) 12^ls*^3 + ty«(a^ "?£)] 4 A1- + ^ ^ 

(1.88) 
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(1.89) 

The energy equation becomesi 

(1.90) 
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APPENDIX 2 

In this appendix* Section 1 is the derivation in detail of the 

stress* heat conduction* and dissipation terms for the second-order 

fluid* and Section 2 is a short derivation of some tensor idendities. 

Section 1,. 

The constitutive equation for the second-order fluid is* 

The tensors AtN’are the N-th order Rivlin-Ericksen (42) tensors. 

When perturbed, t' = Ztib (t> + d[) + 4*, 0$+ d.)* + 

*i5r-vx6*£) <- ©.•vxe.*’)?. (2.4) 

The underlined terms are neglected because they are non-linear 

in the perturbations and their derivatives. Since any second deriv¬ 

r - S* Pi - *0 A‘° ^ (&'\ %») + A4*' (2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.5) 

(2.6,2.7) where i - <lV* •, i ^ ^ ) 

The bottom line is Sr 

ative of the steady-state velocity field vanishes, 

(cu V)D = o. (2.9) 
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(2.11) 

(2.12) 

The stress perturbation becomesi 

Sx = f + +£•$ +%X+A.’L*d$'j (2.10) 

which, written out in index notation in cartesian coordinates, becomesi 

fc* • 4 ^(gsixtt^y 

4 H'4 

Sine. L = •, LT= ijm;k . 

Writing out the components of the symmetric » 

* ** 

***(&$. 

ft®- « «iSi$f +«4IQ£
:
%;') 

ft,. - * fe*a£W(|H£V>4ir!£ - 

Now, for simple shearing, flow, D = X (f&Sjand Lr “ ^ (?oo^) 

and if it is assumed that there is no x-dependency in the perturbation, 

St** = 2«r, vf^ 

= 2*^ +2%, 4 2*0^ +2^1^ 

= 2*^ + 

g*^ 4 ^ (.2*1 * e(i)^s^ + ^t^lPSy 

S'*** = <<0^ + (tf, 40^^4 

foje " * 4 (2.14) 

On the other hand, if exchange of stabilities is assumed, with no 

z-dependency at marginal stability, time derivatives and z-derivatives 

(2.13) 

vanishj 
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&V - 4 

2*4% 4 ax* (%* ^) + - *Sjf + <j~^) 
Sr?2 - o 

. ** (%^ 4 2^ cfe^) ^[d^&y nify^k)] 
5t^B «=• +■ ^V"^5K*- 

^r2* » + 4 ^V(^ 4^3^,). (2.15) 

Going back to the general perturbation stress equations, since 

second derivatives of V are zero (g£c' acts as constant), 

** ’ “Kivly^ 

4 * f & % 
+ fiuL +7V WV* t*. + 2. C& 4-lk \ c‘ • 
W’^k. i ?>bh>K*Xj $*&£)'■ l 

f^i^L\\i. AT?. /lev +lLi Y- 7 •axe 'Syx.vavy ^ (* (2.16) 

It has been assumed that V’tC“ - O , and from the index notation: 

- C~7* 
D'i&t ' VUk 

=>V& - D^VUJ-A,- 

- < {* Vut ( 

4* f 
YTATTAYI; 4'SSk/A; u- 

+ (VV)VA; ? . 
4 4 (2.17) 

Now, since i and k are dummy indices in the underlined terms, 

i and k are exchanged in the first term and this is added to the 

second underlined term to get: 

/TYc- ^KYI^ H ^ ^ (z 18) 
VdXk. £>Xc * 
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Combining this term with the first term of the of, bracket and the 

second terms of the of, and brackets, the equation becomest 

V Sf = ofoV fcj 

- «[(&•■'?&(2.19) 

Now, to take the curl twicei 

= €Ai’-3ct( ) t*. 

anC^ €tm<v ^jtv, - -^Inns = ^nX^Sj — ^ S'sl - (2.20) 

Therefore, term by term, "V* [Vv = 

1. (2.21) 

2. fc,«o££Aj 

-S.jS« (g^XasgS^ -V } 

= «<*) [-d^'>V^k^** • (2.22) 

' <*■*■« 5 
V'^ ^■%V« ] - 

(2.23) 

V^4K - r^Vc +2& 
'' Qsk.*lsh.^ 

- o. (2.24) 

5. * ( tuSi i. - i ] 
(2.25) 
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6. fijXi&i " S'f=' ' 4 (2.26) 

7. 

■ 4 w l-l 
’ «-p4v^ - ^V4,*^. <*•»> 

Each term Is multiplied by -1 and added t 

-v< [v«(<y.»)] - ^.viu - Gl^v^ju - 

(-11^ * * Cv.v)v^u 

*-• 

m> ■ 

which is the same as the first term of (^ * &0 

— . «.. l*,> j [il~: 1 + 

+^.k, .<*«*!., 

_>s/k V2^- 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

a*j (2.30) 

In the underlined term, k is replaced by j and j by k and it is added 

fiNt ZZ& W2SV : 
to the first term of <Xt to geti “\^j SyU) 

-> •*& * *.«*>{ sw^- 

* *» [ i* + Cv-.V)V& *£. 

Therefore, -V/ [Vx (Y- $t)J = 

. *vt. 

(Wt.') 

(2.31) 
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+ + . (2.32) 

The divergence of the perturbation of the heat conduction vector 

is similar to the divergence of the stress perturbation. The heat 

conduction constitutive equation ist 

f = -{£1♦ Y, Ac,\ A Hz A^-Vr - - ^-YT . (2.33) 

The perturbed heat-flux vector isi - - ($+ £>:)• (.VT'-V©') (2.34 

=*> sj - -{>ve + fy.m* (2.35) 

Now, is very similar to t with the ^ replaced by y£ . 

=4> ^ d-T5^ + 2-^ ^Tr<5l+.ZTl5+d-L 4(2,36) 

which is composed of perturbations, and this implies that the last 

term of Sf is non-linear in the perturbations and can be neglected, 

jfcom the first formula of the next section, 

V-CA'hW + (AT-Y).b 

^ Y.$£ = -V-(y.V0\ -V-(S£-Vn 

- ^ «K*)-VT4 . (2.3?) 

since the second derivatives of the velocity V vanish, 

^ ($£.Y)-Vr|- (Y-^).Vr . (2.38) 

By the second formula of the next section of this appendix, 

(A-V) *Yb = (A: VV^i) •, b Sc<x.la.r 

V- 8| . - J (£:W)0 + (S*.WH ^ - (Y- ^VVT (2.39) 

and since the divergence operator is linear, and the tensor ^ is 

almost identical to the tensor •£, 

V.85> =, *Vfc- 4 <K,<,4<$•?)•£ + (V-a)-Bl 

4 2*» 1 “^Ir' 4 Ctf-V).? * W'iVL ^ . (2,1(0) 

cjit is defined to be ( (2.4l) 
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and V-&£ ■=■ ^ by definition. 

** V-5^--{$,<$■%?• 

Finally, the dissipation terms arei 

' 2^'6:lT + ^t05^V.r+ = t1 

!&:W“ S£:LT •= 2tf0dUL-
T + Art, C^-d+ <£.•£): ll + 

-t 2(tf-d. + /^]) t-'S-X +X L + ): IT = E* 

and therefore the energy perturbation equation becomes* 

+ Cu-^)T^ - [ tf-VfJ + §, + £, + Et 

For this problem* t.= Y(S©S') 
\ O © O / * NO OO/ 

E, » + 

*°] 

* * 4*4 (t^) . 

£ = 'fife ♦ + + - 

«- zY^4 ^ * 

* 2^1e(l^) + J * 

[yW - + ^ ^ * *<&* W^W 

- *t***yKg£l8^ . 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

E - E* * E* ''<* (5?^) * 3 + **&(^* 3§?y 

(2.51) 

Writing the equation out* 

AM! f VJI ’ ^ ^“j 4 ♦ *0i4*M<>V7i« 

t-^v’e. iifcn^ + + *•’(*,► **a »& - 

fcoift 
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■* ZKoX •* 3 (4,+°0YJ( + 3$ (&j +^>>?!) 
(2.53) 

Section 2. 

Formula Is V' (A*S') = • (fcjAjkife • ^t«') 

** 4i ^ • (tj A‘j fe'bk^) 

- (^b^-v (A^) I (7-fi.b4.(£vVE 
i li 

(V-A)-b ~ (it^/ 4:{ ^\jfe-kk. ) * 

* 

b.) (SWb - tfctAjtii- tcg^y 

~ (kfc-Ajk^^ V^bm. ■= 

=> V- (A-b^ - IV- A)-b + (AT-V)-b 

Q.E.b. (2.5*0 

Formula 2i iAV)-V^ ^ (Ai VV) i> > t> ^ocjour 

l A1 Vj.Vb « (.• A jit it • ) * 'gyw 

' (~i *x»«4s~ 

_ A’u ^!b 
‘ %3*, 

= (A: W ) b b<^ clefi'ntfioK. cx( : «ypey0cfc>v. 

Formula 3* V-j^Vx -o 

- i&£- 

c *1
‘IK* [4i^j * 

* ■ { V* 1 

= A'iii • [W,i 1^.*' “ ^*'5^*.**? 

- *&• 

(2.55) 

•sr O 

(2.56) 
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